Ages 7+

What else did Jesus say?

Write the word that is opposite the one given. Then move letters to the numbered lines of the story at the bottom.

Light  __  __  __  __
2     1     6

Day    __  __  __  __
14    5

Hard  __  __  __  __
7     15

Take  __  __  __  __
20    8

High  __  __  __  __
16    9

Frown  __  __  __  __  __
18  3    10

Down  __  __  __  __
11

Hello __  __  __  __  __
12    4    19

Go    __  __  m  __
13    17

The Shepherd and His Flock

What did Jesus say to the Pharisees?

Match the number with the word given.

1  thief
11  man
18  man
20  who
4  robber

15  way
7  and
21  the
27  climbs
26  gate

17  other
3  but
22  a
29  sheep
14  pen

24  some
9  the
30  truth
13  enter
19  not

12  by
28  in
6  does
16  tell
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Jesus continued His story.

Fill in the missing vowels in order. Then read the story.
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“What did Jesus say next?

Fill in all the shapes with a **. Then fill in the missing word in the sentence below.

“I tell you the truth, I am the _______ for the sheep.”